Directions: After choosing your characters, use the storyline provided to act out the scenes from World War I. Use nametags in case you forget your character.

I. The Cast

America = ____________________________

Italy = ____________________________

Serbia = ____________________________

Russia = ____________________________

Belgium = ____________________________

Japan = ____________________________

Germany = ____________________________

Austria = ____________________________

Britain = ____________________________

France = ____________________________

Turkey = ____________________________

Australia = ____________________________

II. The Production

Germany, Austria and Italy are standing together in the middle of a pub when Serbia bumps into Austria, causing her to spill her drink! ____________________________

Austria demands that Serbia buy her a WHOLE NEW OUTFIT because of the drink stains on the bottom of her dress. Germany expresses its support for Austria’s point of view ____________________________ While Britain recommends that everyone calm down abit! ____________________________

Serbia points out that he can’t afford a new outfit, but does offer to pay for the dry cleaning. ____________________________
Russia begins looking in on the situation, ready to stand up for his little brother Serbia.

Austria begins to "mean mug" Serbia, demanding "What are you looking at stupid... you wanna throw down?!?" Russia bucks at Austria, and Austria turns to Russia asking what army exactly will assist them against Austria?

Meanwhile, Germany appeals to Britain that France is considering jumping into the Russia/ Serbia vs. Austria fight, and considering the consequences if they decide to fight. Why?

Germany comments on Britain’s necessity to intervene with the conflict.

Britain thinks to himself, “France can look at whoever she desires, in fact we (Britain) are looking at Germany with the same concerns!” and gives Germany the side eye in disdain for telling us what to do about France... replying “Well its YOUR problem... what are you gonna do about it!!!” (Why?)

Germany sighs and tells Russia to stop mean mugging Austria, or Germany will render Russia incapable of such actions anymore! (Basically a threat!)

Britain whispers to France, “Wonder if Germany is looking at Belgium to issue his ‘render against Russia’s’ threats?”

Across the room, Turkey and Germany go off into a corner and start talking. When they return to the middle of the room, Turkey’s head is down and clearly knows something that everyone else SHOULD NOT KNOW!

Germany rolls up his sleeves, looks at France, and punches Belgium without even looking!

France and Britain punch Germany in the stomach!

Austria then turns and punches Russia.

Like Jackie Chan, Germany gets off the floor and round kicks France then Britain, knocking them both down. Then turns and punches Russia with the other hand!

Russia throws a punch at Germany, but misses and nearly falls over!

Japan calls over from the other side of the room that he’s got Britain (on the British team’s side) but he stays there and does nothing!

Italy surprises everyone and sucker punches Austria!
Austria punches Turkey (why?)

But surprisingly, Turkey punches back. There are no hard feelings, however, because Britain made Austria do it!

France gets thrown into a glass window, but gets back up and carries on with the fighting. Russia, however, gets thrown into another window and unfortunately, suffers brain damage and lays out of the fight for a while. While out of it they develop a COMPLETE personality change!

Italy throws a punch at Austria and misses, but Austria falls out of her stiletto heel anyway trying to dodge the fist. Italy raises both fists in the air and runs around the room chanting ‘Knockout Austria!’

America waits until Germany is about to fall over from exhaustion in constant fighting with Britain and France. He then walks over and smashes Germany’s head with a barstool! As Germany lay unconscious on the floor, America takes ALL of the credit for fighting Germany by himself!

Britain and France throw America the side eye as they wipe off their clothes!

By now all of the chairs are broken and the big window behind the bar is shattered. Britain, France and America all agree that Germany threw the first punch.

Is this true?

Germany takes the fall for the ENTIRE bar fight. While Germany is still knocked out, they go through his pockets and steal his wallet buying drinks for all their friends around the world!

***P.S. When Germany awakens, he has a bill in his hand for the cost of the bar... reaches for his wallet... (stay tuned for Part II)